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ABSTRACT:

Guangdong Province is the earliest area of China's Reform and Opening Up, is also one of the quickest area of economic development. By that development of 30 years, the economic strength of Guangdong Province is being strengthened constantly, some main economic indicators are surmounting Taiwan area gradually. With 2002 and 2005 input-output table of Guangdong Province, we analyzed the economic structure and industrial connection in Guangdong Province and analyzed their change. With 2001 and 2004 input-output table of Taiwan area, we analyzed the economic structure and industrial connection in Taiwan area and analyzed their change. Step forward, we comparatively analyzed economic structure and industrial connection of Guangdong and Taiwan and comparatively analyzed their change and difference. These economic structure include industrial structure, final use structure, export structure, import structure, added value structure of each industry and so on. By comparative analysis, we were able to know industrial structure, industrial development level, foreign trade, industrialization developing stage, industrialization developing level etc. of Guangdong and Taiwan.